1. Introduction. The problem of characterizing the semigroups with Boolean congruence lattices has been solved for several classes of semigroups. Hamilton [9] and the author of this paper [1] studied the question for semilattices. Hamilton and Nordahl [10] considered commutative semigroups, Fountain and Lockley [7, 8] solved the problem for Clifford semigroups and idempotent semigroups, in [1] the author generalized their results to completely regular semigroups. Finally, Zhitomirskiy [19] studied the question for inverse semigroups. For a collection of various results concerning the relations between the structure of a semigroup and the structure of its congruence lattice consult Mitsch [13] . In [2] the author proved that in general the problem can be treated in a similar way for the following lattice properties: sectionally complemented, relatively complemented, complemented modular, Boolean, respectively, and it can be shown that the same is true for the property dually sectionally complemented. The aim of this paper is to give a structural characterization of those orthodox semigroups S whose congruence lattice C(S) has one of these five properties, which we shortly denote by P. In Section 2 we shall give some basic definitions and then prepare a few results about subdirect products of rectangular groups and fundamental inverse semigroups. In Section 3 we shall prove that for an orthodox semigroup S its congruence lattice C(S) has the property P if and only if (i) S is a subdirect product of a rectangular group B = IxGxA and a fundamental inverse semigroup A such that C(B) and C(A) have property P and (ii) each congruence p on S is the direct product of the congruences pA and ps, respectively, denoting the congruences on A and B which are induced by p (Theorem 1). This description raises the problem to characterize all subdirect products S of B and A such that each congruence on S can be written as the direct product of a congruence on B and a congruence on A. Such a characterization is given in Section 4 in terms of kernels of idempotent separating congruences on S and certain rectangular sub-bands of S (Theorem 2). In Section 5 we study the problem for fundamental inverse semigroups and prove that for this class only the case Boolean of property P is possible. We conclude that for an orthodox semigroup S whose congruence lattice C(S) is P, C(S) is at least relatively complemented. Finally, in Section 6 we use a characterization of general semigroups
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2. Preliminaries. Throughout the paper, the congruence lattice of a semigroup S is denoted by (C(S), V, D ). The universal and identity relations on S are denoted by a? = LUS and £ = £5, respectively. For an arbitrary set X, *E(X) is the lattice of all equivalence relations on X and (P(X) is the power set lattice of X. A lattice L with a least element e is sectionally complemented if each interval [£, £] in L is a complemented lattice. A lattice L with a greatest element u is dually sectionally complemented if each interval of the form [£, u] in L is a complemented lattice. A lattice L is relatively complemented if each interval [£, 77] in L is a complemented lattice. It is well known that the following implications hold: Boolean => complemented modular => relatively complemented =» (dually) sectionally complemented.
For an arbitrary semigroup 5, E(S) denotes the set of idempotents of S and < is the natural partial order on E(S), that is, e < f if and only if e = ef = fe for e,f G E(S). In order to avoid confusion the symbol "<" is used for this order on E(S) whereas "Ç" stands for the inclusion relation on C(S). Also by "<" we shall denote the natural partial order on an inverse semigroup A which is defined by a < b if and only if a -eb for some e G E(A) and a, b G A (see [17] ). For x G S, V(x) is the set of all inverses of x in S, that is, V(x) = {y G S \ x -xyx and y -yxy). In what follows let S be a regular semigroup. We shall need the following notions and results due to Pastijn and Petrich (see [15, 16] RESULT 1. An orthodox semigroups S has a complemented congruence lattice C(S) if and only if (i) S is isomorphic to a subdirect product of a rectangular group I x G x A and an antigroup A, (ii) C(G) and C(A) are complemented.
RESULT 2. If e x and UJX both have complements in C(S) then they are mutual com-
For the remainder of this section we collect a few technical lemmas concerning subdirect products of rectangular groups and antigroups. Let S be a regular subdirect product of the rectangular group B = I x G x A and the fundamental inverse semigroup A. For e G E(A) let
Each inverse of (i, g, A, e) in S is of the form (/', g~1, /x, e). So /?G(e) is a regular subsemigroup of/xGxA. Hence RG(e) is a rectangular group 1(e) x G(e) x A(e) for some subsets 1(e) Ç /, A(^) Ç A and a subgroup G(e) Ç G. Also, /?Z?(e) is the rectangular band/(e) x {1} x A(e). LEMMA 1. /// < e/or some e,/ G £(A) r/ien /?G(é>) Ç RG(f) and RB(e) Ç RB(f).
PROOF. Let e,f G £(A),/ < e and (i,g, A) G #G(e). Now x = (/', /*, /x,/) G 5 for some (j,h,^i) G /x G x A. Then (j,l,H,/) = XJCVJC for some y G V(JC) and so (j,l,fi,/) G 5. Since 7?G(e) is a rectangular group, (/, g, A, e) G S implies that (/, 1, A, e) G S. Therefore, (i,g,\,f) = &g,\,e)(j, l,/x,/)(/, 1, A,e) G 5.
LEMMA 2. //(/, g, A, a) G 5 and e G £(A) wifA e < a then (/, g, A, <?) G S.
PROOF. An inverse of (i,g,A,a) is of the form (j,g~l y [i,a~l) . Then (i, 1,\,aa~xa~la) G 5. If e < a then also e < aa~la~la. By Lemma 1, (/, 1, A,e) G S. Hence (/, g, A, e) = (i, g, A, a)(/, 1, A, e) G S.
COROLLARY 1. If for each a G A there exists e G E(A) so that e < a then IX G X A -U{RG(e)\ eGE(A)}.
For the idempotents of S we find the following structure: for some (/, 1, A ) E #£(e) and (/U,M) E RB(f).
In the following, to each congruence p on 5 we associate relations on the semigroups I x G x A and A, respectively, which-as we shall see later-in our case just are the congruences induced by the respective projections. PROOF. By Lemma 2, (i, g, A, <?), (/, h,p 9 e)eS.
Since #GO) is a rectangular group (/, l,/x,e) E 5. So we obtain (/,g, A,e) = (i 9 l 9 p, 9 p (/, l,/x,e)(/,g,A,a)0', l 9 p 9 e) = (/,g,/i,e) = (i 9 g 9 \ 9 a)(i 9 l,ji,e) p (j 9 h 9 p,b)(i 9 l,p,e) = (j 9 h 9 p, 9 
e).
If C(S), and thus by Result 1 also C(A) is complemented then by Result 2, (0^)7 = ^A since A is fundamental. In particular, A has no nontrivial group homomorphic image which by [17] implies that in this case the assumption on the idempotents of A, needed in Corollary 1 and and Lemma 4, holds.
A necessary and sufficient condition.
In what follows let S be an orthodox semigroup. By [3] we may assume that if C(S) is P then S is a subdirect product of a rectangular group I x Gx A and an antigroup A and C(G) and C(A) are complemented. In the next statements we formulate some important properties of such semigroups.
PROOF, (i) Let the congruence p on S be defined by
By [16] UJU = <*, that is, the congruence generated by the order on E(S). It can be seen easily that (/, 1, A,e) < (/, l,/i,/) if and only if i = j, X -\i and e < f. (ii) Let 9^ denote the least inverse congruence on S. . Then e = p n r Pi < = (P H <) n (r Pi <). Since r Ç p u we also have T^7 Ç p^7 and therefore r H < 
LEMMA 9. Let <j> : C(S) -> C(I X G x A) x C(A) be defined by p<f> = (p /GA , p A ). // e/Y/ier C(S) or C(A) has the property P then </ > is surjective.
PROOF. Let (£, 77) G C(I x G x A) x C(A) and let a relation p(£, 77) be defined by
Let p(£, 7/)</> = (P/GA, PA). We shall prove that £ =P/GA and 77 = p A . Let (/,g,A) £ (j,h,p). There exists e G £(A) such that (/,g, A,e), (j,h,p,,e) G 5. Since e 77 e we have (ï,g,A,e) p(£,?7) (j,h,fi,e) and therefore (/,g,A) P/GA (j,Kii). ?) "-*• Pi^V) ~* P (£»*?)<£ is the identical mapping on C(7 x G x A) x C(A) and thus in both cases </> is surjective (we do not yet know that "C(S) is F" implies "C(A) is F 9 which is not immediate for the case sectionally complemented).
LEMMA 10. If either C(S) or C(A) is P then the mapping <\> is a lattice homomorphism.
PROOF, (i) (p n 9 )/GA -PIGA H 0/GA-Since </ > is monotone we have to prove that PIG A H0/GA Q (pn9) IGA .Letx,y G /xGxAandi(p /GA n 0/GA)V; we have (x, e) p (y,e) and (x,f) 0 (y,/) for some e,/ G £(A). Then (JC, ef)pH9
(JC, e/) and so x (p n 0 )/GA y-(ii) (pfl6)A ^PAH^A-Again we only have to prove that PA H #A Ç (p H 0)A-Let ^ < / G £(A) and g p A n 0 A /. Then (i, l,A,g)p(1« (1 (iii) (p V 9 )/GA =PIGA V 0/GA-By monotonity of </ > we have to prove (p V 0 ) /GA Cp /G A V0/GA-Let jc,y G / x G x A and x(pV 0)/GA V, that is, (x,^) p V 0 0,<?) for some
,a n ) = (y,e) for some (x/.a,-) G 5 and £,-G { p, 9 }. By the lemmas of Section 2 and since C(A) is complemented, which implies a A = u; A , we obtain that (*,/) = fo,/) £i (* 2 ,/) • • • £" (*",/) = (y,/) for some / G £(A) with/ < at for all i. Hence x P/GA V 0/GA y.
(iv) 
COROLLARY 3. The kernel of p is given by
ker/x = \J{RG(e) *{e}:ee
The next step is to show that (j> is injective and thus an isomorphism if C(S) has the property P.
LEMMA 12. If C(S) is sectionally complemented then <j> is injective.
PROOF, (i) First we prove that (e,e)<j>~1 -{ e}, that is, p<j> -(e, e) if and only if p = e. Let p<j) -(e, e) and (i, 1, A, e), (j, 1, //,/) G £(S) and (/, 1, A, e) p (/, 1, //,/). Then (/, 1, A,e/) p (jA*p>,ef) and P/GA= £ imply that / = 7, A = p. On the other hand (/, 1, A, e) p (/, 1, /1,/) implies e pA f and thus e -f. Therefore p is idempotent separating. Now let (/,g, A,a) p (j,h,p,b) \ by Lemma 11 we have / = 7, A = /i and a -b. Since C(A) is complemented there exists e G E(A) such that £ < a. We obtain (/,g,X,e) p (/,h,X,e) and thus (/,g, A ) P/GA 0,/i, A ) implying g = h. Therefore p -e. that (x,a) 9 (y,b) By Lemmas 12 and 13 we have that if C(S) has the property P then each congruence on S is the direct product of some congruence on I x G x A and some congruence on A. In this case C(S) is isomorphic to C(I x G x A) x C(A). Therefore if C(S) has the property P then C(/ x G x A) and C(A) both have the property P. Conversely, if S is a subdirect product of the rectangular group IxGxA and the antigroup A and C(I xGxA) and C(A) have the property P then the mapping </>: p -• (P/GA, PA) is a surjective homomorphism. If, in addition, </ > is injective, or equivalently: each congruence on S is the direct product of a congruence on / x G x A and A, respectively, then C(S) is isomorphic to the direct product of C(I x G x A) and C{A) and therefore C(S) itself has the property P. We thus have obtained the following
THEOREM 1. Let S be an orthodox semigroup. Then C(S) has the property P if and only if (i) S is isomorphic to a subdirect product of a rectangular group I x G x A and an antigroup A, (ii) C(I x G x A) and C{A) both have the property P, (Hi) each congruence on S is the direct product of a congruence on I x G x A and a
congruence on A, respectively.
REMARK. Since for each a G A there exists e G E(A)
such that e < a it follows that PICA = (p V 7T/GA)/ TT/GA where ir IGA is the kernel of the projection of S on / x G x A. Similarly it can be seen that PA -((p V n A )/ f TTA) = (p V TT A )/ ir A (by the proof of Lemma 9). The reason for the artificial-seeming definitions we gave for these congruences is that in this form they can be expressed by means of a closed formula rather than by the transitive closures of the relations p U 7T/GA and p U ir A , respectively.
4. Subdirect products whose congruences are direct products. The next step is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for a subdirect product S of a rectangular group I x G x A and an antigroup A in order that each congruence on S be the direct product of congruences on the rectangular group and the antigroup, respectively. Suppose that C(A) has the property P. We are looking for necessary and sufficient conditions for the mapping </> to be injective By [6] each idempotent separating congruence on S is uniquely determined by its kernel which is a full selfconjugate regular subsemigroup K contained in ker p. Selfconjugate means that x / Kx Ç K for all x G S and x 1 G V(x) and full says that E Ç K. For each normal subgroup NofG the set Ml^1 nkerp = /xAfxAx E(A) D S is the kernel of an idempotent separating congruence.
We now will show that necessary and sufficient conditions for <j> to be injective are: (i) Yl G , the projection of S onto G induces an order preserving bijection between A(S), the set of all kernels of idempotent separating congruences and the lattice of all normal subgroups of G, (ii) \RB(f)\ = 1 iff is not minimal in E(A).
LEMMA 14. Let S be a subdirect product of the rectangular group I xGx A and the antigroup A such that C(A) has the property P. Then the mapping </>: p -> (P/GA> p A ) is injective if and only if (i) if(i 9 g 9 \,e),(i,g 9 \,f) G S for ej G E(A) and e < f then (i,g,\,f) is contained in the full selfconjugate regular subsemigroup (contained in ker pj which is generated by (i, g, À, e\ (ii) if(i,l,\,e), (/, hp,e) G E(S) and f G E(A) with f < e then (U l,A,e) £ (j,l 9 /ji 9 e) where £ denotes the congruence on S which is generated by the pair
PROOF. Necessity. Suppose that <j> is injective. Let (/, g, A, e), (i, g, A,/) G 5, e,f G E(A) and e < f. Let N denote the full selfconjucate regular subsemigroup which is generated by (i,g,\,e) . Then N Ç ker p. Let M = (MTGII^1) Pi kerp and let p(N) and p(M) denote the idempotent separating congruences associated with TV and M, respectively. We have p(N) A = p(M) A -e since both congruences are idempotent sepa- j,h,p,,d) so (p,k~lh,7r,c) p (N) (p, 1, 7T, c). Multiplying (/, k,v ,d ) from the left and (/, 1, i/, d) from the right then yields (/, h,i/,cd) p(N) (/,k, v,cd) implying (/, k,v) p(N) IGA (/, h, v) . We obtain p(N) IGA = p(M) IGA . By injectivity of <j> we get p(N) = p(M). Since (/, g, À,/) G M we have shown assertion (i). Now let (/, l,\,e),(j,l,p,,e) G S and/ G £(A) satisfying/ < e. Then (/, 1, A,/),(/, 1,/ . By P/GA= QIGA we obtain that (/, 1A,g) 9 (/, 1>M>#) for some g G £(A). Then also (i, 1, A, e/g) 0 (/, 1 > M » ç/g)-Applying (ii) we obtain that (/, 1, A, ef) 9 (/, 1, //, ^/) and hence (/, 1, A, e) 9 (/, 1, /x,/). We have proved that tr p Ç tr 9 and an analogous argument shows tr 9 Ç tr p. Now let (/, g, A, à) G ker p, that is, (/, g, A, a) p (/', 1, p,, e) for some e G £(A). The kernel is inverse closed (see [12] ) so that (k,g~l,i/,a~l) p (/, l,7r,/) for certain /:, / G /, i/, 7r G A and/ G £(A). We conclude that a PA ef. Since A has the property P each congruence on A is uniquely determined by its trace and so a (PA)T ef, that is, ah -efh for some
and therefore (/,g,K,c) 9 (/, 1, K, c) for some c G £"(A). So (/, g, «, c^/7z) 9 (J,1,K, cefh) and hence (/,g,«, J) 9 H p (/, 1,/c, J) for a J < ce^i. By assumption (i) we obtain (i,g,K,efh) 9 (/, \,K,efh) and therefore (i,g,K,ah) -(i,g,K,efh) G ker0. Multiplying (£, 1, A,tf _1 a) on the right we obtain (i,g,X,aha~la) -(i,g,\,ah) G ker0. Also a~la pA h implies a~la 9A h and therefore (/:, 1,X,a~la) 9 (k,l,X,a~xah). Multiplying (/,g, A,a) on the left we get (i,g, A,a) 9 (i,g,\,ah) G ker# and hence (/, g, A, a) G ker 0. So ker p Ç ker 9 and an analogous argument shows ker 9 Ç ker p. (Hi) for (/,g, A,e), (/,g, A,/) G ker//,g ^ 1, e < f there exist Xj = (lj,hj,p,j,aj) 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an orthodox semigroup. Then C(S) has the property P if and only if there exist a rectangular group I x G x A and an antigroupA such that (i) S is a subdirect product oflxGxA and A, (ii) C(I x G x A) and C(A) have the property P,
G S(j -\,...ri) such that g = h\ x^x h\h^} • • -h~lg ±l h n and f < a\ ea\ -• -a~ ea n , (iv) \RB(f)\ -1 iff is not minimal in E(A).
Furthermore, in this case C(S) = C(l x G x A) x C(A).
Property (i) of Lemma 14 and thus property (iii) of the above theorem simply are technical formulations for the fact that Yl G induces an order preserving bijection between 1A£(G), the lattice of all normal subgroups of G, and A(S), the lattice of all kernels of idempotent separating congruences on S. Suppose that (i) of Lemma For inverse semigroups an equivalent formulation of Theorem 2 was proved by Zhitomirskiy [19] (for the Boolean case). In this case, / and A are trivial one element sets and (iv) can be omitted. The methods of his paper can be applied to the weaker variants of property P, too.
5. Antigroups. The aim of this section is to prove that for antigroups the only possibility of property P is Boolean. Let A be an antigroup and suppose that C(A) has the property P. By Lemmas 7 and 8 we observe that p T = p for all p G C(A). Hence each congruence on A is uniquely determined by its trace. Therefore, the congruence lattice C(A) is isomorphic to 9^ (£(A)), the lattice of all normal congruences on E(A) which is a sublattice of C(is(A)). The following result for congruence lattices of semilattices was proved by Papert [14] Now let {Aj\j G J} be a set of congruence free antigroups (for an extensive treatment of these semigroups consult [17] ). An inverse subdirect product S of the semigroups A y is a direct sum of the semigroups Aj if for all (cij), (bj) G S, aj = bj for ally G J\K where A' is a finite subset of J. In this case we write S = Yl{Aj\j G J}. Furthermore, given a direct sum of congruence free antigroups S = YlAj we may assume that the representation is reduced, that is, for eachy G / IT/*, the projection of S onto Il{ A/| i ^ j}, is not injective. For a direct sum of congruence free antigroups S -E{ Aj\j G /} and a set K Ç / the relation (a,) p# (fy) ^ a^ -b^ for all & G # is a congruence on S 1 . By a result of Tanaka (see [5] ) we get that the congruence lattice of an antigroup A is Boolean if and only if A = E{ Aj\j G /}, a direct sum of congruence free antigroups such that each congruence on A is of the form p K for some K Ç J. In this case C(A) = fP (7) . The problem now is to give a characterization of those direct sums of congruence free antigroups such that each congruence on such a semigroup is of the form px for some subset of the index set. This question is answered only partially (see next section).
A conclusion for orthodox semigroups is the following:
COROLLARY 5. If the congruence lattice C(S) of an orthodox semigroup S has the property P then C(S) is at least relatively complemented.
PROOF. By [ 11 ] , C(I x G x A) ^ £(/) x C{G) x £(A) and so if C(S) has the property P then C(S) ^ £(/) x C(G) x £(A) x C{A). Now C(G) is complemented and hence complemented modular, C(A) is Boolean and the lattice of all equivalence relations of a set is relatively complemented.
A further decomposition of S.
We use a result of the author to give a more detailed description of orthodox semigroups whose congruence lattices are relatively complemented (complemented modular, Boolean). For an arbitrary semigroup S,S* = S if S has no zero and S* = S\ { 0} if 0 is the zero of S. A semilattice X is a locally finite tree if each interval [JC, y] in X is a finite chain. In a locally finite tree X to each element a G X* there exists a unique a + G X which is covered by a, denoted by a >-a +, that is, a > a+ and a > (3 > a + implies (3 = a+. We need the following CONSTRUCTION. Let X be a locally finite tree, to each a G X associate a 0-simple semigroup I a (^ { 0} ) so that I a D Ip = 0 if a ^ (3. For a GX*let/ a :7* -• 7* + be a partial homomorphism where a + denotes the unique element of X such that a >-a+. Let /«,a = id/£ and/ a>/3 be defined by/ a^ = f a Ja 2 ' ' */«" where the elements a, are defined by a = a\ >-a^ • • • a n >-/3. We suppose that for arbitrary a G /J and fr G /£ the set If X has a least element /x then by definition 7* is closed under multiplication and thus is a simple semigroup. If, in addition, S is a tree of congruence free semigroups then the congruence freeness of 7* U { 0} implies that I* consists of exactly one element. A straightforward verification shows that S is a semigroup.
Let P be one of the following lattice properties: sectionally complemented, relatively complemented, complemented modular, Boolean. 
Furthermore C(S) ^ &(X*)for type (ii) and C(S) ^ C(7*) X ^P(X*)/or type (Hi).
REMARK. This theorem also is true for the property dually sectionally complemented.
In the light of this theorem we recognize that the contribution of this paper to the characterization of orthodox semigroups whose congruence lattice is P in fact only is of relevance if S is simple. If S is simple then A is simple. Suppose E(A) has a least element e. Since C(A) is complemented to a G A there exists/ G E(A) satisfying/ < a. Then also e<afor all a G A. In this case e is the zero of A, a contradition to simplicity if \A\ > 1. Therefore if A is simple and |A| > 1 by condition (iv) of Theorem 2 we obtain |/| = |A| = 1. Thus for the case when S is simple we have two alternatives: S is a rectangular group / x G x A or a subdirect product of a group G and a simple antigroup A. Furthermore if an orthodox semigroup S is congruence free then S is inverse since s v = s or e v = uj in which latter case S is a rectangular band and hence trivial (see also [4] ). Now *£(X) is relatively complemented for each set X, it is modular (Boolean) if and only if |X| < 3 (|X| < 2). The congruence lattice of a group G is complemented (and clearly modular) if and only if G is a direct sum of simple groups, and it is Boolean if and only if it is a direct sum of simple groups in which no Abelian factor appears twice (see [7] ). We are ready to formulate where X has a least element /i, 5//* is of type (vi) 
andl^ is of type (i)-(v).
Furthermore, for the general case (vii) the congruence lattice can be factored in a direct product in the following way: Furthermore, for the congruence lattice we obtain
C(S) ^pUx C(S)/ U^pTxpVx C(S)/ U (p E C(S)).
Similar characterizations can be obtained for the congruences T r and 7/ (for a definition see [15, 16] ).
